Bread Loaf Writers' Conference 2016

**Faculty**

Jane Brox
Kate Daniels
Percival Everett
Lynn Freed
Patricia Hampl
Jane Hirshfield
A. Van Jordan
Laila Lalami
Yiyun Li
James Longenbach
Thomas Mallon
Benjamin Percy
Carl Phillips
Joanna Scott
Danzy Senna
Alan Shapiro
David Shields
Natasha Trethewey
Luis Alberto Urrea
Laura van den Berg

**Special Guest**

John Elder, writer and Professor Emeritus, Middlebury College
Fellows

Mia Alvar, Fellowship in Fiction
Alexander Chee, Fellowship in Fiction
Katy Didden, Fellowship in Poetry
Ted Genoways, Amanda Davis Returning Fellow in Nonfiction
Kaitlyn Greenidge, Fellowship in Fiction
Garth Greenwell, Fellowship in Fiction
Naomi Jackson, Fellowship in Fiction
T Geronimo Johnson, Fellowship in Fiction
Rickey Laurentiis, Fellowship in Poetry
Matthew Minicucci, Fellowship in Poetry
Matthew Neill Null, Fellowship in Fiction
Matthew Olzmann, Fellowship in Poetry
Angela Palm, Fellowship in Nonfiction
Michael Ruhlman, Fellowship in Fiction
Antonio Ruiz-Camacho, Fellowship in Fiction
Solmaz Sharif, Fellowship in Poetry
Safiya Sinclair, Fellowship in Poetry
Hasanthika Sirisena, Fellowship in Fiction
Wendy S. Walters, Fellowship in Nonfiction
Sasha West, Fellowship in Poetry

Fiction Contributors

Jenessa Abrams
Sanjay Agnihotri
Shoaib Alam
Peter Andrews
Karin Aurino
Michael Badger, Work-study Scholarship in Fiction
Christine Bagley
Leah Bailly, Administrative Staff Scholarship in Fiction
Lindsey Barrett
Caroline Beimford, Work-study Scholarship in Fiction
Kathryn Bezella
Jamel Brinkley, Administrative Staff Scholarship in Fiction
Rita Bullwinkel, Work-study Scholarship in Fiction
Deborah Burch-Lavis
Mary Burge
Brett Burns
Wendy Caldwell Richardson
Victoria Campbell
Madeline Carey, Work-study Scholarship in Fiction
Lakesha Carr, Work-study Scholarship in Fiction
Brian Carso
Eileen Church
Robert Cox
Scott Dahlie
Margaret DeAngelis
Daniel Degnan
Leticia Del Toro, Bread Loaf-Rona Jaffe Foundation Scholarship in Fiction
Chris Drangle, Tuition Scholarship in Fiction
Emily Eiselein
Jean Ende
Leslie Entsminger
Seth Fischer
Stephen Fishbach

Gabrielle Lucille Fuentes, Tuition Scholarship in Fiction
Duarte Geraldino
Jaclyn Gilbert
Tommy Gilboy
Hannah Gildea
Ariel Goldenthal
Mario Gonzales
Mara Lee Grayson
Courtney Harler
Kelly Harrison
Calvin Henninger
Holly Hertberg-Davis

Jean Ho, Work-study Scholarship in Fiction
Yang Huang

Blair Hurley, Returning Contributor Award in Fiction
Robert Johnson
Emily Kiernan

Alice Kim, Administrative Staff Scholarship in Fiction
Patricia Lespinasse
Nancy Levine
Alison Lewis
Ananda Lima
Charles Lowe
Eddie Malone
Katie McCarthy
Eric McMillan, Work-study Scholarship in Fiction
Lisa Melilli
Weston Miller
Susan Montgomery
Sumita Mukherji, Work-study Scholarship in Fiction
Carolyn Murdoch
Ruby Murray
Vani Murugesan
David Norman
Jessica ODwyer
Koye Oyedoji, Work-study Scholarship in Fiction
Mark Payson
Daniel Pearce
Holly Pekowsky
Alex Perez, Work-study Scholarship in Fiction
Timothy Potter
Stephanie Robinson
Maurice Ruffin, Work-study Scholarship in Fiction
Belinda Rule
Kenneth Sandbank
Dominic Sargent
Kathryn Savage, Administrative Staff Scholarship in Fiction
Marlene Siering
Eric Simpson
Derry Smith
Sofi Stambo
Nemanja Stojanovic, Middlebury College Student Scholarship in Fiction
Maud Streep, Administrative Staff Scholarship in Fiction
Madeline Sullivan
Shubha Sunder, Administrative Staff Scholarship in Fiction
Alexandra Talty
Delia Taylor, Middlebury College Student Scholarship in Fiction
Shayne Terry
Cam Terwilliger, Tuition Scholarship in Fiction
Jim Tilley
Philip Dean Walker
Kristin Walrod
Kawai Washburn, Administrative Staff Scholarship in Fiction
Megan Weiler
Lori Weinrott
Julia Whelan
Pamela Worth

Nonfiction Contributors
Ashley Babcock, Middlebury College Student Scholarship in Nonfiction
Sarah Bates
Jennifer Calder
Paco Cantú, Work-study Scholarship in Nonfiction
Angela Cardinale
Skye Davis, Work-study Scholarship in Nonfiction
Sarah Dohrmann, Tuition Scholarship in Nonfiction
Maya Doig-Acuña, Middlebury College Student Scholarship in Nonfiction
Robert Fieseler
Gro Flatebo
Deborah Golub
Catherine Guthrie
Wendy Hahn
Kathy Harding
Teresa Hudson
Aditya Johri
Amy Lefkof

Jennifer Lunden, Bread Loaf-Rona Jaffe Foundation Scholarship in Nonfiction

Thomas Mannella, Returning Contributor Award in Nonfiction

Alexandria Marzano-Lesnevich, Tuition Scholarship in Nonfiction

Rue Matthiessen
Cara McDonough

Caitlin McGill, Work-study Scholarship in Nonfiction

Thomas Mitchell
Katie Moulton, Administrative Staff Scholarship in Nonfiction

Mark Murray
Nick Robinson
Marjorie Roemer
Annita Sawyer
Laura Smith
Poetry Contributors

Erin Adair-Hodges, Bread Loaf-Rona Jaffe Foundation Scholarship in Poetry
Benjamin Aleshire, Work-study Scholarship in Poetry
Noah Altshuler
Shauna Barbosa
Graham Barnhart, Tuition Scholarship in Poetry
Aileen Bassis
Gabrielle Bates Stahlman, Work-study Scholarship in Poetry
Svetlana Beggs, Work-study Scholarship in Poetry
Steve Bellin-Oka
Kris Bigalk
Justin Boening, Administrative Staff Scholarship in Poetry
Conor Burke, Administrative Staff Scholarship in Poetry
Sara Burnett, Administrative Staff Scholarship in Poetry
Joseph Capista, Work-study Scholarship in Poetry
Thomas Carrigan
Andrés Cerpa, Work-study Scholarship in Poetry
Jennifer Cheng, Work-study Scholarship in Poetry
Flower Conroy
Dale Cottingham
Mary-Michelle DeCoste
Edward Derby
Ellen Devlin
Zoe Dzunko
Andrew Eaton
William Perry Epes
Rebeca Felix
Doris Ferleger
Hannah Fries, Work-study Scholarship in Poetry
Tyler Goldman, Administrative Staff Scholarship in Poetry
Elisa Gonzalez, Work-study Scholarship in Poetry
Jocelyn Heath
Leah Miranda Hughes
Susan Hunter
Katharine Johnsen
Matthew Kelsey, Administrative Staff Scholarship in Poetry
Sharon Kennedy-Nolle
Hannah King
Steven Kleinman, Administrative Staff Scholarship in Poetry
Anita Olivia Koester, Returning Contributor Award in Poetry
Eve Linn
J. Patrick Madden
Karolina Manko
Airea Matthews, Tuition Scholarship in Poetry
Sarah McKinstry-Brown
Gabrielle McNamara
Rosalie Moffet, Administrative Staff Scholarship in Poetry
Lisa Moore
Matt Morton, Tuition Scholarship in Poetry
Thiahera Nurse Nurse
Hai-Dang Phan, New England Review Scholar in Fiction
Nellie Pierce, Middlebury College Student Scholarship in Poetry

Anne Price, Work-study Scholarship in Poetry

Margaret Ray

Margaret Rogal

Kenyatta Rogers, Work-study Scholarship in Poetry

Michael Romary

Margaret Ross, Administrative Staff Scholarship in Poetry

Sam Ross, Administrative Staff Scholarship in Poetry

sam sax, Work-study Scholarship in Poetry

Michael Schiffman

Carina del Valle Schorske, Work-study Scholarship in Poetry

Isabelle Shallcross, Middlebury College Student Scholarship in Poetry

Martin Shapiro

Elizabeth Smith

Noah Stetzer, Administrative Staff Scholarship in Poetry

Scott (SM) Stubbs

Jack Troy

Alexandra Wade

Roberta Werdinger

Yenli Wong

Auditors

Ellen Garfield, Auditor in Nonfiction

Logan Robinson, Auditor in Fiction

Lauren Sanger, Auditor in Fiction
Guests Meeting with Participants

Will Allison, Contributing Editor, One Story
Miriam Altshuler, President, Miriam Altshuler Literary Agency
Julie Barer, Partner and Literary Agent, The Book Group
Brettne Bloom, Partner and Literary Agent, The Book Group
Sarah Bowlin, Senior Editor, Henry Holt & Co.
Kevin Craft, Editor, Poetry Northwest
Gregory Donovan, Senior Editor, Blackbird
Eliana Ellis, Associate Editor, Copper Canyon Press
Vievee Francis, Associate Editor, Callaloo
Lindsay Garbutt, Assistant Editor, Poetry
Rebecca Gradinger, Literary Agent, Fletcher & Company
Amy Holman, Literary Consultant
Andy Hunter, Publisher, Electric Literature
Jenna Johnson, Executive Editor, Farrar, Straus & Giroux
Carolyn Kuebler, Editor, New England Review
PJ Mark, Literary Agent, Janklow & Nesbit Associates
Fiona McCrae, Editor-in-Chief, Graywolf Press
Anna Pitoniak, Editor, Random House
Ladette Randolph, Editor-in-Chief, Ploughshares
Martha Rhodes, Director, Four Way Books
Lindsey Schwoeri, Editor, Penguin Group
Jeff Shotts, Senior Editor, Graywolf Press
Janet Silver, Literary Director, Zachary Shuster Harmsworth
Anjali Singh, Literary Agent, Ayesha Pande Literary
Doug Stewart, Literary Agent, Sterling Lord Literistic, Inc.
Allison Wright, Managing Editor, Virginia Quarterly Review

Visitors Offering Programs

Mary Akers, writer and Editor-in-Chief of the online journal r.kv.r.y

David Haward Bain, writer and Senior Lecturer, English & American Literature Department at Middlebury College

Gary Clark, President, Vermont Studio Center

Patrick Donnelly, writer and Director, Poetry Seminar at The Frost Place

Karin Gottshall, writer and Director, New England Young Writers' Conference

Conference Staff

Michael Collier, Director, Bread Loaf Writers' Conferences

Jennifer Grotz, Assistant Director, Bread Loaf Writers' Conference and Director, Bread Loaf Translators’ Conference

Noreen Cargill, Administrative Director, Bread Loaf Writers' Conferences

Jason Lamb, Coordinator, Bread Loaf Writers' Conferences

Marcy Parlow, Managing Editor, New England Review, and Guest Meetings Scheduler, Bread Loaf Writers’ Conferences

Elana Schrager, Conference Assistant, Bread Loaf Writers' Conferences